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Student tenants unable
to move to Stillwater,
gather to seek action
by Steve McGrath
Staff writer
Many stories have been written about
the Vietnamese boat people.
Patrice Krant and some UMO students
could be called the car people.
Krant, who graduated from UMO in
1977, signed a lease over the summer to
move into one of 12 newly constructed
Stillwater Village Apartments on College
Avenue. However, two days before she
was to move, Krant received word that the
apartment wasn't ready and wouldn't be
for two weeks.
David L. Paul, head of DLP. Inc. which
owns the complex, said tenants were
notified of the delay around Aug. 15, but
Krant disagrees.
"It wasn't until Aug. 29 that they (the
managers) told us we couldn't move in
until Sept. 15," she said.
"The foremen just laughed when we told
them she (Ms. Gail Carmel, the manager)
had said we would be in on Saturday,"
Krant said.
Nancy Peck, an administrator for DLP,
Inc., said the delay. which was caused by
difficulties in obtaining carpeting, appliances and other household items, was not
really that long.
"If you know anything about construction, you will find two weeks beyond the
date of completion is a record." Peck said.
Since then, she has been carrying
around all her possessions in her car.

Krant calls it "living out of her car."
Krant's roommate is staying in Waterville.
Krant, who graduated in 1977, and
seven other student tenants banded
together Tuesday evening to discuss with
Student Legal Services representatives
possible action against the housing complex.
Next week, the eight plan to come before
the manager with a list of proposals before
the manager.
"I've talked with the Orono Police
Department and as far as Stillwater Village
is concerned, they say they will do
anything to help the tenants," Krant said.
SLS attorney Judd Es-ty-Kendall advised
the tenants they could get out of their
leases. He said the apartment complex had
broken the lease by not having the
apartments ready by Sept. 1.
"I think any of you have the right to get
out of your lease," Esty-Kendall said.
The complex owner DLP, Inc. of Long
Island, N.Y., offered the tenants a chance
to get out of their leases, said administrator Nancy Peck.
However, many of the tenants at the
meeting expressed a need to keep the
apartments.
When some of the tenants asked to see
the apartments. Krant said, "She (the
manager) would not allow us to look at the
apartments."
Delays in construction ofStillwater Village apartments on College Avenue meant several
tenants were left homeless for the past two weeks. [photo by Jason Centrello)

Barns in-stall-ing cameras
by Susan Day
Staff writer
Bovines, beware! J. Franklin
("Big Brother") Witter is watching
you.
It may not have all the connotations

of Orwell's "1984," but dairy cows
at the UMO Witter Animal Science
Center have lost some of their
privacy.
Through the use of a sophisticated
monitoring system, including television cameras, researchers can
observe the movements of cows in
any of the areas in the center.
To one bovine, who preferred to
remain anonymous, the idea of being
watched was unnerving at best.
"You never know who is looking at
you," she lowed.
"Sometimes when you think
you're alone you can look up and see
the little red light on, and you know
that there's someone out there
watching."
Other members of the herd have
been heard as saying the surveillance has improved morale on the
whole.
"Who wants to have anyone think
they're full of bull?" one Guernsey
explained. "Everyone is always on
their best behavior."

Augusta students protesting
additional charge for fuel
Students from the University of Maine at
Augusta are fighting the energy surcharge.
UMA student representatives Tuesday
accused the board of trustees of pushing
the decision to add a $IO energy fee to
tuition bills without giving students any
forewarning.
The trustees approved the surcharge in
July while students were on summer
break.
UMO Student Government President
Richard Hewes said he has not received
complaints from Orono students regarding
the surcharge. and that the GSS is not
planning any action on the fee.
"I accept it (the fee)." he said. "There's
obviously an energy problem—they need
the money."
But the student senate at the University
of Southern Maine is meeting tonight to
discuss the fee. Acting President Matthew
Speidel said it is "pretty certain the senate
will be against it."

Speidel said it is "pretty certain the
senate will be against it."
Speidel said he believes USM students
also are upset they had no prior knowledge
of the surcharge before the trustees voted
on it.
William Sullivan, vice chancellor for
administration, said discussion of the
university budget as a whole was on the
trustee's July agenda but Hewes said he
heard liothing of the surcharge over the
summer.
Trustees approved the fee, $10 for
full-time students and $3 for part-time
students each semester rather than raise
tuition. According • to the chancellor's
office, some board members thought the
charge should be folded into tuition, but in
the final vote, only trustee Susan
Kominsky voted against the surcharge.
The surcharge will fund $360,000 of the
university's $3 million energy bill.
1
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Numbers
• Freshmen aptitude scores
hiffher than national level
by Michael J. Finnegan
Staff writer
Freshmen at UMO deserve a slap on the
back.
The results of the Scholastic Aptitude
Tests are in and the average UMO
freshmen score was higher than the
national average for both verbal and math
scores.
The average freshmen at UMO scored
476 on the verbal and 530 on the math. The
national average for SAT verbal scores
427, a two-point drop and scores 467 a
one-point drop.
The admissions office, however, looks
for all types of students in an attempt to fit
the diversifed interests of colleges at
UMO, James A. Harmon, Director of
Admissions said.
SAT's are one criteria for getting into
schools today. Academic records, course
load, teacher recommendations and a
student's physiology are all equally
important for applications to UMO. By no
means are SAT's blindly depended upon
by the university or student.
"As long as your studies are good, you
don't have to worry. Teachers stress that
SAT's are important, but you have to have
Blasting at the university steam plant on College Ave. caused its 150-foot chimmey to
crack. [photo by Bill Mason]

The use of SAT's began in the 1950's
and is not given nationally six times a year
to more than 1.5 million students. The
system allows for errors pre-testing
questions and the removal of questions
tound to be unfair. Harmon stressed that
pre-testing and asking of unfair questions
validates the test system.
The people who complain about the
unfairness and impreciseness, do not
understand the objective test system,
Harmon said. Test items are drawn up by
college and high school representatives in
the U.S. These items are sent to the
Educational Testing Service of Princeton,
N.J. by the College Board containing
information it expects a prospective
student to know, Harmon said.

Try it, you'll like it

Manager Tim Dorr said this policy would
be continued but will now be advertised to
make the disabled aware of the service.

UMO took another step closer to meeting
the needs of the handicapped and a 1980
A source in the student credit union said
deadline by ordering a wheelchair lift for
although no decision is official until
Bennett Hall.
discussed at an upcoming board of
The lift which at a cost of $8.000 will
directors meeting, the credit union would
make an elevator accessible to the motor
probably set up a few hours a couple days
handicapped. Bennett is expected to be
each week that handicapped members
accessible by the middle to the end of could
make transactions at the information
October. Veronica Barry, coordinator of
booth on the second floor of the union.
services for disabled, said the lift will
"open up another entire building" where
Barry is optimistic about efforts being
made by the university and student groups
classes can be rescheduled to accommodate the disabled.
to make programs and services accessible
Director of Engineering Services, Bill
to the disabled. "The university is doing a
Johansen, said UMO is still "moving
great job with trying to, within reason,
meet the 504 regulation," she said. Section
slowly" toward making buildings accessible but that the university has "never 504 says all colleges receiving federal
refused a program to a (handicapped) money must make all programs accessible.
person, it has never come to that."
In the new York Village apartment
Although not optimistic that the university
complex two units were designed to
will meet the June 3, 1980 deadline of the
accommodate wheelchair-bound persons
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Johansen
but the vacancies were not filled by
"suspects that in 1980 "we'll still be able
handicapped students. Barry said the
to say that we've never refused a program
reason for this is that most of the severely
to a person. We have a lot of buildings that
handicapped (wheelchair users) are not
are not accessible and maybe never will
living on campus. "Many are staying in an
be.•"
independent living center where their
The key idea in the act is program
meals are provided," she said.
accessibility. Some people expect all
"Next year there will be opportunities
buildings to be accessible but that is
(in the apartments) for the motor handiunreasonable Barry said.
capped. but," Barry said, "I think it might
"Fund's will be raised to get an elevator
be difficult for four students in wheelchairs
in the Memorial Union," she said. "I
to live together in one apartment." Barry
personally feel that it would be appropriate
said it would be possible for able-bodied
for students to work on fund-raising
students to live with the disabled in the
projects."
apartments.
Johansen agrees there "should be an
elevator" in the union. Because the union
"Actually, I think it would be a great
has an elevator shaft the cost would be
opportunity for pre-med students," she
less, probably from $30,000 to $35,000, he
said.
said. Presently the entire top floor of the
A May 23 article by the Bangor Daily
union which houses the student governNews said the university was faced with
ment offices, MUAB, the student credit
the expense of installing an elevator in
union, student legal services, the New
Stevens Hall or moving the student radio
Edition. and classr000m space, is totally
stations, WMEB. so that two disabled
inaccessible to wheelchair students.
students who planned to be broadcasting
Until the funds can be raised, at least
majors could have access to the facilities.
two student organizations will make efforts
Barry called the article "inaccurate"
to provide services for the handicapped. In
because one student was actually a
the past student legal services has taken journalism major and it would be "nice but
appointments by phone and met with
not necessary" to have access. The other
handicapped students in an accessible
student is a sophomore and has not yet
lounge downstairs in the union. SLS Office
declared a major she said.
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University attempts to meet
needs of motor handicapped
by Sue Leonard
Staff writer

other things going for you," freshmen
Mark (Albert said.
The fact that a student has taken the
SAT will not get him into a college, but
more important. SAT's will never keep a
student out of college. Harmon said.
"I didn't have the best of grades, but I
got some good SAT's. They knew I had
potential because they saw my SAT's,"
freshmen David Rowe said.
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All-nighters are part of the job

Students keep 24-hour rescue vigil
by Julia Frey
Staff writer
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For Paul Altermatt, president of the
University Ambulance Corps and other
student medical attendants. Friday and
Saturday nights are not times to "shoot the
bull" over a few drafts, but rather are
spent waiting to be dispatched to an
emergency on campus.
"We spend about 51500 last year in
training and equipment," said Alterman,
who is a mechanical engineer major and
has been a volunteer for UVAC for four
years.
UVAC's training equipment includes
two cardiopulmonary resuscitation mannequins(CPR teaching aids), one of which
records the amount of pressure applied by
the attendant on the heart.
"It's a new year," said Alterman, "and
it will take some time before we get
everybody back together." In all, there are
six or seven emergency crew chiefs,
Altermatt said, who take turns week nights
and weekends being "on call."
The crew consists of the chief, who
carries the "junk kit" containing all the
necessary medical apparatus, the ambulance attendant and the apprentice.
The crew stays at the Cutler Health
Center from 6 p.m. to 7 a.m. week nights,
and day and night on weekends.
The ambulance, a 1978 Ford bought last
January, is able to get to the scene of an
emergency anywhere on campus in two
minutes, said Altermatt. Although the
crew stays at the Health Center during the
night. the ambulance is parked at the

police station, where a police officer is
responsible for driving to the scene of the
emergency.
This doesn't cause too much of a
problem, Altermatt said, "but an ideal
situation for us would be providing UVAC
with a building where ambulance, crew
and equipment could be housed in one."
Members of UVAC see this as a future
goal.

"Basically, our job is calming people
Qualifications to become a UVAC
down, checking the patient's vital signs, member is to be an apprentice
with the
and taking patients to the hospital," said intention of enrolling and
completing the
Randy Wright, an electrical engineering
American Red Cross course. the Advanced
major who has been with UYAC &Luisa. First Aid and Emergency
course and a CPR
years.
course, said Brasslet.

Altermatt sees this coming year for
UVAC as a good one. "I think morale will
be better than it has been in the past," said
Altermatt. "We seem to be getting along
better with the administration and the
police department."
Duane. Brasslet, fire marshall at UMO,
who governs UVAC along with Director ot
Police and Safety Alan Reynolds predicts
40 to 45 UVAC volunteers this year.
"We get between 200 and 250 emergency calls in one school year," said
Brasslet, "and since last January we've
made 98 emergency runs."
Most of the emergencies are alcohol
related, said Brasslet. "Somebody gets
drunk and puts his hand through a window
or falls down stairs. Fortunately, we've
gotten very few drug-related calls."
Brasslet determined 60 percent of the
calls to be alcohol-related, the majority of
the rest to be athletic. "Somebody might
get a hockey puck in the head or a sprained
ankle. We provide coverage for all football
and soccer games," said Brasslet.
Training coordinator for UVAC is Cliff
Neal, a forest management major, who
plans to coordinate valuable training aid
for UVAC members to provide UMO with
experienced medical attendants.

A viewfrom the inside
Sixty percent of the emergency calls to the University Volunteer Ambulance Corps are
alcohol related. [photo by Mitch Tarr)
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Student Government Wants You!
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We are looking for students who want the chance to make this
campus community as exciting and enjoyable as possible. What
have we got to offer? Among many others,positions in:
MUAB (movies,conerts,& other campus entertainment)
Student Legal Services
Concert Committee
Academic Affairs Committee
Committee on University Athletics
Distinguished Lecture Series

Legislative Liason Committee
Religious Affairs Committee
Committee on Student Aid
Calander Committee
Committee on Student Wages

These are just a few of the things we have to offer. Please come
to come visit on the 3rd floor of the Memorial Union,or call us at
581-7801.

If you wanta say in what goeson here at UMO,
then let's gettogether,
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There is irony in the fact that the climax
of the struggle for a Cabinet-level
Department of Education should come at
the very moment when complaints of
American educators at all levels about
undue "federal interference" are at their
shrillest.
Favorite shop-talk among college and
university presidents, chief state school
officers, school administrators, teaching
faculties, and professional and disciplinary'
societies associated with the educational
enterprise revolves around the latest
"horror stories" of federal mandates and
entanglements: regulations for the handicapped, affirmative-action enforcements,
occupational safety and health rules,
federal reporting requirements, a callow
and unfeeling federal inspectorate. accountability nightmares.
Those anxieties are naive and misleading.
A much better case can be made, in fact,
that the only way to limit the federal role in
education is to create a Cabinet department. The federal presence in education
may be running wild precisely because
there is no federal educational leadership
of a high-level enough of visibility and
authority to make a "mesh" of things, or to
holler "Enough!", or to enciate appropriate national educational concerns.

opinion
Home sweet home
Memo
To: Residential Life

I know that one of the most persistent
crticisms of federal activity in the field of
higher education has been the morass of
regulations and enforcement agent associated with federal mandates.

Thanks. We sure appreciate it.

From: UMO Freshmen
Subject: New policy which has no freshmen
housed at Bangor Community College
Dear Residential Life —

Addendum from freshmen eight years prior to
this who were forced to live at BCC:
Dear Residential Life:
What the hell took you so long?

Talk sweet talk
We're installing a new feature in the
Maine Campus: The Teddy Kennedy
Update.
This service will provide readers with
the latest reports on the obese New
Englander's political plans.
It's a good thing we are a daily paper; it
appears he might be changing his mind
every 24 hours.
The latest installment in "How To Milk
Your Family Name For Fame and Political
Fortune has our dear Ted saying, well,
no, he really isn't ruling out the possibility
of running, and that, yes, he might have a
decision for us eager fans sometime
around Thanksgiving.
The favorite bird of that holiday, of
course, is a turkey, which is somehow
fitting.

Until Kennedy gives a flat no, the
Boston Globe will continue to make
unabashed love to Bridge Boy on its news
and editorial pages.
The Globe isn't satisfied with his song
and dance: "I expect President Carter to
run, be nominated and win the general
election, and I expect to support him."
When a politician's home town
newspaper refuses to take him at his
word, doesn't that mean something?
Doesn't that mean maybe he can't be
believed, that maybe he's not
trustworthy, that maybe he's a liar?
If Ed Muskie made the statements
Kennedy has made, Maine newspapers
would leave him alone.
We should leave Kennedy alone.

These bureaucratic pathologies will only
increase until some way is found to
aggregate power on behalf of responsible
educational interests, rather than to
continue to allow such interests to be
nibbled to death at the dark and anarchic
levels of the federal establishment.
The projected bill does not create a new
leviathan. It will still leave almost half of
the educational function in other departments and agencies: National Science
Foundation, National Institutes of Health,
Department of Labor, Veterans' Administration, Department of Defense.
It would, however, give a new level of
visibility and accountability to core educational concerns. It would attract top people
to the federal educational function and
would extend their tenure in office. It
would promote interagency and intergovernmental colloquies and protocols
about the limits as well as the necessary
extensions of the federal role in American
education.
The federal educational function has
become enmeshed in the bureaucracy of
the one federal agency that suffers most
desperately from elephantiasis. In this
case, to elevate education is to free it,
strengthen it. and make it accountable.

The Maine Campus is published at the University of
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Dylan uses new recording approach
recently said that all previous albums were
"home grown" productions compared to
the new album. The new slickness has its
merits, but it may get in the way
sometimes.
The musicianship is just fine. The words
sometimes are so simplistic that one
wonders what ever happened to the man
who wrote those earlier classics that still
escape interpretation. Like many Dylan
albums, though, this new release grows on
you. Each subsequent listen turns up
previously undiscovered subtleties. In this
manner, Dylan's LP becomes a paradox to
the simplicity one encounters on the first
listen.
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Dylan never had to have slick production
before, because his music was artful
expresssion or poetic in nature. Yet on
"Slow Train Coming" we see Dylan
employing some of the finest studio
musicians, most notably Mark Knopfler of
Dire Straits.
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by Crillv Ritz
Staff writer
Before there was punk. before there
was rock...before there was Dylan.. let's
stop here. To most of us there is no
pre-Dylan period.
An element of the
music scene for nearly twenty years. Dylan
has come out with yet another album.

Coming." Media reaction has been
enormous and so far favorable, but too
much BS and syrupy silliness has been
integrated into the hoopla.
For instance, we hear of the "born
again" Dylan, a man whose art now
contains biblical overtones and undertones
and any other tones you can dream up.
However, these should not enter into the
artistic consideration. In fact the subject
matter on "Slow Train Coming" may be
irrelevant. For a change, let's talk music.

"Slow Train Coming" is a good album,
and it has strong moments. However, I
cannot agree with Jann Wenner of Rolling
Stone when he states that "Slow Train
Coming" is Dylan's best effort since the
1967 "Basement Tapes." Has Wenner
forgotten "Blood On The Tracks." or even
"Desire?''
As far as artistic advancement goes,
"Slow Train Coming" is no more advanced
than anything Dylan has released in the
last five years. However, as far as
production techniques go, Dylan has
moved a million miles from his earlier
albums. This is because Dylan has, for a
change, employed a full-time producer. He
hasn't done this since the earlier years.
The result is music that on the surface
appears to be similar to "Dire Straits."
Mark Knopfler's guitar provides the best
evidence for this.

On "Slow Train Coming" we see the
concerned Dylan, much different from the
bitter angry man of his best albums. For
instance, in the title song we hear, "I don't
care about astronomy/I don't care about
economy/but I sure do mind seeing my
friends turning into puppets." Dylan sees
stagnancy and restriction of movement
around him, but instead of saying it
metaphorically, he gets to the point.
I guess even I can t ignore the religious
overtone of Christianity, especially when
Dylan sings "I Believe in You" or "Gotta
Serve Somebody." In a way, the album is a
love song collection, but the love comes in
many forms. We get love for God, love for
fellow man, and of course sexual love.
There is even a little political statement
in the album. For instance we hear Dylan
singing of "foreign oil controlling American soil" and of how shieks, "like kings,"
are deciding America's fate from Amsterdam to Paris. These political statements
are in the album's title song.
Dylan, in the title song, compares
America to a monstrous train coming up
around the bend, a good allegorial
statement, for we still have a long way to
go. Dylan says that if :ye look around we're
just bound to be embarrassed. Dylan isn't.
putting down America, he's just saying we
have to change a few things.
As for the album...Dylan is primarily
concerned with his finished product. For
those of you who think Dylan can't sing,
listen to "Precious Angel." We don't get
the rawness of previous Dylan excursions,
nor do we get the poetic imagery, but we
get his bared soul. This is interesting for
the man who has been veiled in mystique
for so long.
I advise that people buy this new
release. If you've heard all the stuff about
Dylan being into Jesus, ignore it. Just
listen to the music. It says it all.
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Amidst an atmosphere of disco issuing
forth from radios. Dylan has once again
managed to release an album of some
artistic merit. I talk of "Slow Train
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by Gregory Carr
Guest Writer
Like the majority of Isaac Bashevis
Singer's novels. Shosha was originally
published in Yiddish, in the newspaper
The Jewish Daily Forward in serial form.
The original title. "Soul Expeditions."
more aptly describes the general focus of
the novel.
Humanity themes treated include relationships between good and evil, action
and contemplation. belief and doubt, and
the nature of illusion vs. the joys of the
flesh. It is a novel about love on
Krochmalna Street, where Warsaw's Jews
mix "with prostitutes, pimps, and petty
thieves in torn jackets and caps with visors
pulled down over their eyes." Singer
himself describes the novel as "a story of a
few unique characters in unique circumstances."
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The action evolves around the turmoil of
Warsaw in the 1930's, when Hitler rose to
power. The characters are: narratorprotagonist Aaron Greindinger, a struggling yong Jewish writer and the son of a

For this semester, many ideas
have come and gone. The ideas have
been many, and basically they center
on informing the reader of things
that get covered superficially in the
press as a rule.
For instance. I wish to do an
environmental-ecology series dealing with such things as forestry, the
spruce budworm problem in Maine,
the plight of the eagle. and such
things as energy alternatives.
However, the scientific realm of
information will be only one side of

talents as a writer and lover, and asks him
to write a play for her debut in Warsaw's
Yiddish theatre; and Tekla, a gentle maid
for whom Aaron writes an impassioned
love letter which she then sends to her
illiterate miner-boyfriend.

Hasidic rabbi, familiarly known as Tsutsik
(puppy). and the four women with whom
he finds himself simultaneously involved.
Singer commented "In all the novels I have
read the hero desired only one woman, but
here I was lusting after the whole female
gender."

And then there is Shosha.. poor. innocent, simple-minded Shosha...whom
Aaron had loved obsessively as a boy and
hasn't seen since childhood and whom time
seems to have missed.

This "whole female gender" consists of
Dora. a disillusioned Marxist, with whom
Aaron rekindles a small erotic flame on the
eve of her Soviet departure; Celia, a
cerebral, older woman he meets through a
writer-friend, the bohemian Dr. Morris
Feitelzohn; Betty Slonim, a tempermental
American actress who admires Aaron's

"She had neither grown nor aged,"
Aaron states upon first seeing her. She is a
beautiful, universal composite portrait of
every boy's first love, unchanged by time
and adulthood, waiting patiently for her
love. Eventually Aaron marries her, "the
greatest folly of his life," but he has no
regrets as they patiently wait for the wrath

Wild-Life
by Crilly Ritz
Staff writer

relki

Music is what Dylan is up to on the new
album. What we disco‘er on first listen is a
new recording approach. Dylan has

what I choose to write about. I also
plan to do artistic criticisms of
albums, the visual arts and whatever
else pops up.
Though I have had extensive
experience in forestry and art. I
don't wish to do the whole show by
myself. I need people to do reviews,
scientific investigatory stories, and
ideas to build the 'section on. The
success of this section, which will be
called Wild-Life, will depend on
diversity. As any ecologist will tell
you, ecosystem stability is enhanced
by diversity within the ecosy-tem. So
the same for journalistic endeavors.
Hope to see you soon.

of Hitler to overwhelm them.
Reading this novel last month. I too had
no regrets. Shosha technically lacks a
cohesive, diagramatically evident plot.
However, this slight defect is more than
made up for by the richness of the
characterizations, idiom, and description.
The insights into the mind of a struggling
young writer are astounding and universal.
The matter-of-fact style and unsentimental
tone give the novel an enormously lasting
emotional force.
Previously awarded two National Book
Awards, Isaac Bashevis Singer collected
the Nobel Prize for Literature with the
American publication of Shosha. his 30th
book at age 74, in 1978, confirming his
position as one of the major figures in
world letters today.
A "must read" for college students.

Monty Pythonfilm does well
despite religious opposition
The widespread criticism of Monty
Python's "Life of Brian" has apparently
helped that film and not hindered it at the
box office.
According to Warner Brothers-Orion
Pictures, the controversial religious epic
has continued to break box office records in
all the cities where it's being screened.
One Warner arothers spokesperson

claims that the "Life of Brian" has actually
enjoyed an increase in business in several
of the cities where the film has been
severely criticized by local religious
groups.
To date. "The Life of Brian" has grossed
more than $750,000 in only seven theaters.

•

Zeppelin s LPzooms
Led Zepplin's new LP "Into the Out
Door" has already begun breaking records
in its first week of release.
The new Zepplin album entered the
record charts of most trade publications at
the number one position. a feat which
hasn't been accomplished since Elton

John's album "Captain Fantastic and the
Brown Dirt Cowboy" that hit the charts
number one a week after its release in June
1975.
Its first five days on the record rack,
"Into the Out Door" has sold more than
1.7 million copies.
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Fuller sent a telegram to U.S. Sen.
Edmund Muskie, supporting the project
and urging Muskie to ignore politically
organized environmentalist groups which
oppose Dickey.
Fuller cited the need for renewable
energy and said the dams would create
more lake frontage in Maine.

Troop issues unclear

Carter plans aid
WASHINGTON, D.C.—President Carter
announced yesterday a plan to help
lower-income families pay the steeply-rising costs of home heating oil.
The plan would provide special energy

The seven men were aboard an 85-foot
fishing boat called "The Holy Cross" out
of Gloucester, Mass., when it caught fire
yer.erday morning about 65 miles southeast of Portland.

147s=c-

WASHINGTON, D.C.—A top U.S. oil
executive claimed yesterday that what he
called "a bunch of amateurs" in the White
House are threatening the nation's petroleum supplies with policies designed to get
votes in the 1980 election.
John Swearingen, chief executive of
Standard Oil of Indiana, told reporters at a
world oil meeting in Romania there would

KaPS TUNG TO WRAY
allowances to households with incomes
below 125 percent of the federal poverty
level. The White House said the average
family that qualifies would receive $200 a
year to help pay their fuel bills.
The revenue to pay for the program
would come from Carter's controversial
windfall profits tax on oil company
revenues, which has not yet been passed
by Congress.

Draft proposal rejected

Despite unseasonably cold weather, a large crowd turned out for the rock-jazz sounds of
the Peter Gallway Revue Sunday night on the steps of Hauck Auditorium. [photo by Bill
Mason]

Kennedy hospitalized
Kennedy,
YORK—David
NEW
the 24-year-old son of the late Sen. Robert
Kennedy was hospitalized yesterday with
an infection of the heart valves, according
to a Kennedy family spokesman.
A statement from Kennedy's uncle.
Stephen Smith, said Kennedy was being
treated with antibiotics in Massachusetts
General Hospital and "his doctors estimate
that he will need a stay of several weeks."
There was no immediate response as to
whether he also was being treated for use
of drugs or whether drugs might have
caused the illness.

Dam approved
PORTLAND—The proposed Dickey-Lincoln Hydro-Electric Project received support Tuesday from engineer-architect R.
Buckminster Fuller

Rh

The Coast Guard saidt the men abandoned the burning boat for a life raft and
were picked up by another fishing vessel
which brought them into Portland.

Swearingen accuses
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Carter Administration is still trying to solve the issue
of Soviet combat troops in Cuba.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance held his
second meeting of the week yesterday with
Soviet ambassador Dobrynin. But so far.
the outcome of that session is not known.
All Vance would say about the meetings
was that his talks with the ambassador
were not "hopeless."
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be no shortage of oil and gas if the
government kept its hands off the industry.
Swearingen also said Carter's proposed
windfall profits tax would make it more
attractive to look for oil elsewhere than in
the U.S.

Ex-pilot disillusioned

WASHINGTON D.C.—The House has
rejected a proposed order to renew draft
registration for 18-year-old men starting in
1981.
The vote on renewing registration was
demanded by Miss.(D) G.V. Montgomery,
who supported the plan. It was defeated
252 to 163.
The vote was a preliminary maneuver in
efforts by registration opponents to get the
proposal eliminated from a $42 billion
weapons bill. The house was expected to
vote instead to direct Pres. Carter to study
the need for renewing registration or the
draft itself.
Carter has already said he opposes
renewing the draft, but that the Pentagon
is continuing to study whether it is needed.

Fishermen safe
PORTLAND—The Coast Guard said
,seven fishermen, whose boat burned and
sank off Maine's coast, arrived safely last
night in Portland.
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CAMBRIDGE, MASS.—A former pilot
for Downeast Airlines said yesterday
Federal Aviation Administration officials
"didn't seem particularly interested"
when he complained to them about the
airline's operations.
Richard Arnold told the National Transportation and Safety Board at its hearing in
Cambridge that he complained to the FAA
office in Portland about what he thought
were unsafe practices, including flying in
marginal weather.
The second day of hearings is looking
into the May 30th crash of a Downcast
plane in which 17 people were killed.
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St. Regis pays
AUGUSTA—The St. Regis Paper Company said it will pay damages to 164
eastern Maine residents whose vegetable
gardens were contaminated in June by
herbicides.
However, the paper company said it is
still not admitting any legal liability.
St. Regis spokesman John Gould told a
state house news conference in Augusta
yesterday that the company is only "being
sensitive to the facts" in awarding
damages. Gould refused to divulge the
total payment, but a claims adjuster said
the sum is about $90,000.

Stone receives award
Dr. William F. Stone. a member of the
University of Maine at Orono psycnology
faculty, has received a Fulbright-Hays
award under the Mutual Educational and
Cultural Exchange Program and will spend
the next year at the University of Oslo,
Norway.
Stone will lecture and do research io
political psychology at the Institute of
Psychology at the university, and has also
been invited to lecture at the University of
Bergen and to conduct a colloquium in
Copenhagen.
A member of the UMO faculty since
1966, Stone is the author of "Psychology of
Politics," published in 1874 as the first
undergraduate textbook in that area. He is
also the author, now G.L. Bari!, a former
student now at the University of Scranton,
of a recent study. "Self-Other Orientation
and Legislative Behavior," which was
published this past March ui the Journal of
Personality, Duke University Press.
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Help Wanted
STUDENT NEEDED
WITH SECRETARIAL SKILLS

1
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r
POSITION:
/ STUDENT SENATESECRETARY /
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PAID POSITION
rrr
Applications

/

Will Be Taken Until Sept.21 at 4:00pm
Apply at Student Gov't Office
3rd Floor Memorial Union
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Howard R.Neville

Brennan to ban
lawforcing
retirement
by Gary Pearce
Staff writer
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan will sign into
law this week a ban on mandatory
retirement in the private sector, which will
prohibit the forced retirement of citizens
solely because of their age.
The law, which will go into effect this
fall, will have no effect on the university
system, however. "We've been complying
with this law for almost two years now,"
said acting President Kenneth W. Allen.
In 1977, the legislature banned mandatory retirement for people in the public
sector, which affected the university
system.
"We've had no problems with this law,"
Allen said. "It's always been our policy to
allow a professor to teach so long as they
were willing and health permitted."
Senate Majority Leader Bennett D. Katz,
R-Augusta, said in an earlier interview
with United Press International that the
new law might necessitate mandating
standards for retirement because although
some persons cannot be forced to retire
because of age, there are some who must
retire nonetheless.
Dr. Allen did not agree. "In the
university a panel decides whether or not a
teacher is fit to teach," he said. Some
reasons for retiring a professor are health,
and interest in the course taught, he said.
Allen believes there will be no immediate effect on young professor are health,
and interest in the course taught, he said.
Allen believes there will be no immediate effect on young professors attempting
to enter the job market.
"Most of the people in my generation
have been brought up with 65 as the
mandatory retirement age," Allen said.
"They've made their plans for retirement
accordingly."
It might be different with the next
generation, though. he added.
The retirement fund will also not be
affected, Allen said. — Money will be
contributed to their retirement fund for as
long as they're willing to teach," the acting
president said.

Past University of Maine presidents may
be long gone from the activities of campus
life, but their images live on, hanging on
the walls of the periodicals room in Fogler
Library.
Twelve portraits of men who have served
as administrators stare severely down at
the hard-working students, but according
to UMO's art curator, Vincent A. tIartgen,
the paintings are in desperate need of
restoration.
Since the 1860's, when the first portrait
was completed, the paintings had been
stored in closets or hung in various obscure
offices on campus. After his appointment
as curator in 1950, Hartgen collected the
valuable pieces to properly display them.
They were assembled in the president's
office until five years ago when Hartgen
hung them in the Fogler Library.
"We had to literally scrub those
paintings to get them clean, as they had
been put away for so long," Hartgen said.
Records containing histories of the
paintings were never found. Sebsequently,
donors will remain anonymous.
Hartgen estimates the worth of each
painting to be five to ten thousand dollars,
although the value depends on the tame ot
the artist.
Hartgen. who works within a tight
budget, said that a small amout of money
could be allotted to maintain the pieces,
but a limited amount of money is
appropriated at the university.
About 15 years ago, one class gave a
$500 gift to repair the deteriorating
paintings. One frame that had worn with
age was replaced and some of the portraits
were cleaned, but the cost used up the
money in the fund.
One painting of UMO President Abram
Winegardner Harris has lost paint around
an eye. Students using the portrait as a
target for spitballs is partially responsible
for the destruction. One possible solution
to the problem would be to cover the
fragile pictures with glass. but the cover
would allow mold and mildew to grow.
Hartgen said the paintings disintegrate
through oxidation and are "literally
burning themselves up."
Abram Harris' portrait is one of the most
valuable of the group because of its
distinguished artist, Thomas Pollock
Anchutz. A native Philidelphian. Anchutz
is recognized as a great landscape painter.
Waldo Pierce, who painted the Harold S.

Boardman portrait was Bangor's most
famous artist. Another noted Maine artist
is Willard Cummings, a resident of
Skowhegan, who immortalized Clarence
Cook Little and Arthur A. Hauck on
canvas.
The artists captured the characters of the
gentleman. as well as the reflections of the
times of their works. Dr. Edwin Young,
UMO president from 1965-69 and current
president of the University of Wisconsin,
abhored stoic portraits. He disliked the
thought of posing for a formal picture, but
consented to having a photograph taken.

A "major national initiative"
intended to revitalize liberal education and restore public confidence
in it has been announced by the
Association of American Colleges,
an organization of more than 640
institutions of higher education.
Mark H. Curtis, the association's
president, said the program was
"not just rhetoric."
"The underlying assumption of
the plan is that humane and
liberating learning is indispensable
to sound higher education," he said
during the association's annual
meeting here. "It is not a frill or an
esoteric body of teachings intended
only for a few."
According to the plan, called "The
Task at Hand," the association will
provide new services in four separate
areas:
Curriculum development.
"Liberal Learning Audit Teams" will be
sent to campuses to examine liberalarts programs. Mr. Curtis said the
plan includes a major effort to help

Hartgen in concerned about the deteriorating paintings and wishes to call
attention to the problem. He talked about a
yearly maintenance which would not be too
expensive.
"We must do something now to restore
them, or soon they will be beyond repair,"
he said.

The newest paintings of Winthrop Libby,
who served from 1969-1973 and Howai
Neville, who recently resigned to accept
the presidency of Alfred University, were

Edwin Young

Arthur A.Hauck

Colleges move to promote
liberal art restoration
by Noreen McGrath

done by Margaret Sargent, a New York
City artist.

colleges "join liberal learning with
technical and professional education
that will contribute to the training of
not just technicians but persons able
to judge both practically and responsibly how to use their technical skills
to serve society wisely and well."
Institutional development. "Institutional Advisory Teams" will visit
colleges and encourage administrators to reaffirm their belief in a
general liberal-arts education, despite student demands for more
relevance and career preparation
during the undergraduate years.
Professional development of staff
and faculty members. To encourage
scholarship on liberal education, the
association plans to grant a $1,000
"Frederic W. Ness Award," named
after a former A.A.C. president, for
"the book which makes the greatest
contribution to liberal learning in a
given year."
To exemplify the successes of
liberal learning, the results of a
series of "grassroots experiments"
in liberal education were released at
The
the association's meeting.
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Try it
you'll like it
experiments, known as QUILL, or
Quality in Liberal Learning, are
being financed by a $500,000 grant
from the Ford Foundation and
administered by the association.
The first QUILL awards were
given to faculty members who
proposed such courses as "The
Anatomy of Knowing: The Domain
of Knowledge and the University
Curriculum."
The last course may be offered
next fall at the University of
Maryland's College Park campus,
according to Robert E. Shoenberg,
dean for undergraduate studies, who
proposed the course for freshmen.
"Many students have no sense of
what a university or the intellectual
life is all about," said Mr. Shoenberg. Freshmen expect "courses to
be totally practical," he added.
"They have no interest in intellectual speculation, a lack of interest
in knowledge for its own sake, and
very little understanding that ideas
matter."
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McCarthy's committee to study
UMaine system's risingfuel costs
by Mike Lowry
Staff writer
Last year. the university system spent an
average of $8500 a day heating and lighting
its buildings. The electric bill for the
average apartment owner is less than $I a
day.
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy is
forming a committee to study UMaine's
rising energy costs.
McCarthy said that the shortage and
rapidly escalating cost of fuel oil has made
a major impact on university finances, so a
system-wide committee has been formed to
recommend an energy policy for the
university.
He named Vice Chancellor William J.
Sullivan chairman of the committee.
Established during the summer, the
committee will seek out methods of saving
fuel costs and reducing dependency on
present fuel sources. During the past year,

the university spent more than $3,000,000
heating and lighting its buildings.

state and federal authorities to assure an
adaquate supply of fuel at the most
favorable cost.

"The committee will examine the entire
energy spectrum of the university,"
Sullivan said.

Sullivan stressed that it would not be
possible to put a dollar figure on the range
of savings for the university as a result of

the fuel bill next year to be less than it is
now," Sullivan said.
"This is not a sudden action," he
continued. "There have been individual
campus committees to help save energy
costs. But now the energy issue is one that
merits greater consideration.••

He said the committee will be divided
into three task forces. The first will seek
out methods of conservation by examining
present calendar schedules, evening and
weekend use of university facilities, and
hours of library operation.

the committee's findings.
"We hope to at least head off future
higher costs of energy. But we can't expect

Sullivan said the names of the members
of the committee will be announced in the
near future.

The second task force will recommend
changes in operation of heating and cooling
systems for maximum efficiency.
"We hope to find ways to get the most
heat out of the energy that we have
available to us," Sullivan said.
The third task force will review the
acquisition of fuel for the university with

New apartments offer
'the best of both worlds'
by Gail Clough
Staff writer
"It's the best of both worlds." says one
of the many happy residents of York
Village Apartments.
The new lifestyle offers both the
convenience of being on campus with the
pleasures of apartment living, said resident Ann Moser.
Resident Director Lil Stone and the
residents cited another advantage to the
apartments—more privacy. Moser said ii's
nice to come home without having to face a
dormitory' wing full of girls.
Resident Sue Nickless said, "I have the
option to go to my own room if 1 want some
privacy." Residents can entertain visitors
in the living room. Moser said.
Stone said Village residents are responsible for their own apartments. There are
no RA's to fill out damage reports or tell
someone to turn down his stereo.
"They (the residents) handle most
problems among themselves," she said.
However, there are some problems
remaining to be solved.
Stone said it's hard to get all the
residents together. The atmosphere is
"kind of cold." Moser said, but with time,
everyone will get acquainted.
Both Moser and another resident, Donna
DeBolis. said it's difficult to study in the
apartments. DeBlois said she had a single
the past few years. and it's "kind of
different" living with five other girls. "But
it's not bad." she said. "We all get along
really well."
Built to house 200 people. the apartments have nine vacancies, Stone said
residents are recruiting people to fill these
vacancies, and if they are still not filled by
early next week, some students on a
waiting list will move in.

Di
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Stone also said no handicapped students
are living in the two specially-designed
apartments, so those apartments are
occupied by non-handicapped students.

by Liz Hal
Staff wi

Residents have a choice of a five
(lunches only, Monday-Friday), 10
(lunches and dinners only. Monday-Friday), 14. or 21 meal plan, Stone said. But
many of them cook their own meals. Stone
calls it a more "home-type" environment.
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Rent for the apartments is $415 per
semester. according to Greg Stone of York
Complex Business Office. This includes all
heat, electricity, and (local) phone.
Two cows probe the possibility ofseeing ifthe grass is really greener on the other side.
. The pair were caught Wednesday afternoon grazing in their home behind York Complex.
[photo by Dave Adams]

Government
paperfunded

One day
private pal
of these a

by Anne Lucey
As one of the last expenditures to his
"contingency fund." UMO's former president gave the student government newspaper S1500.
Howard R. Neville dealt that sum to The
New Edition in return for a proposal
requesting "what we wanted." according
to its editor. Cal Brawn.
The grant, use.' to purchase production
equipment, a;"tvo or three days" after
the proposa
sent. lre added.
In additic ito the grant, The New Edition
operates or, a budget of $6,933, one of the
highest 1979-80 budgets allocated to a
group by the student government.
The twice-monthly publication, as official voice of the student government, last
fall received a stipend of $2,000. according
to Brawn who said he expects to receive a
stipend again this year.
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Canons displayed on university lawn. [photo by Bill Mason]
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Disco business suffers
due to gay reputation
by Liz Hale
Staff writer
Luna Base I. Haven for gays? Underground massage parlor? Empty building?
Parking lot?
Luna Base, a relative newcomer to the
bar and dancing scene, is attempting to
survive in this period of shaky financial
situations, and rising prices. Rumors
surrounding the restaurant are also hurting
business.
According to Roger Theriault, part
owner of Luna Base, what's hurting
business the most are rumors that the
establishment is nothing more than a gay
hang-out.

13,ENJ:k4I's

HAPPY HOUR
MON.-FRI. 4:00-6:30

LUNCH
MON.-FRI. 10:30-2:00

Tuesday night is a disco open to the
under-20-year-olds. Ihe bar closes, the
dance floor is open. The reasoning behind
this?

DINNER
NIGHTLY 5:00-10:00
BLOODY MARY SPECIAL
11:00-2:30

"First of all," said Theriault, "I'm
cultivating future customers. Secondly, I
like the idea of doing it for the kids. I don't
agree with the 20-year-old drinking law for
other reasons than it just cuts into my
income."

tob154,44

Wednesday and Thursday nights sport
live rock and roll bands. Theriault said a
band is a good way to bring in people,
especially in this area.
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"People pay me a minimum rental plus a
dollar cover-charge." Theriault said. "A
gang of orangutans can reserve the place if
they pay me to open the doors. However,
this was not, is not, and will not be a gay
bar."

Dig ROILS.

Served every
nits, thru
September
Just $5.95 plus to.

But Theriault said he can't understand
the strong anti-gay feeling. "Why people
look upon gays as a threat to them I will not
understand. I can not understand."

ALSO
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Last year, there was trouble outside the
building on several occasions. Theriault
said a group of "straights" once decided to
smash car windows. Another time, a gay
man was beaten.

Theriault has been working on the
violence problem. In the past six months,
there has been little or no trouble.
He said, "there are no confrontations in
the building. There are no longer confrontations immediately outside the building.
The only problems are the rumors."
"The people who spread the rumors,"
Theriault said, "obviously haven't been in
here." Once a rumor spread there was a
massage parlor in the place. "How that
one started," he said, "I'll never know."
While he doesn't offer massages,
Theriault does offer a variety of choices for
entertainment.
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One day a week, the building is rented to
private parties. Theriault said the majority
of these are hosted by and for gays.

"Now that." he said. "is a threat. It's
grossly unfair. You don't see gays beating
up straights."
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EVERYBODY'S

Friday and Saturdays are disco nights. A
long-time lover of discos, Theriault was the
first to bring one to the Bangor area. "I
think it's the best one. I have all the
records that the big cities have, I run a
good light show. It's a real honest-to-God
disco."
He said that people should remember
that disco music is specifically made for
dancing. "Rock, you can sit and listen to,"
he said. "you can't do that with disco. It's
dancing music—it's happy music."
Luna Base is open from 2 p.m. until 1
a.m. Tuesday through Friday. It opens at 4
p.m. on Saturdays. After 4 p.m., sandwiches and full meals are available, as well
as alcohol beverages.
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SANDWICH SHOPPE
26 Main Street Orono
866-2400
OPEN TILL 10:30PM NIGHTLY
•

SPECIALS EVERY
Tues., Wed.,& Thurs.
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Keen competition marks 1980 baseball squad
by Mimi Gar-ten
Staff writer
For those who aren't quite ready to
devote their entire fall schedule to viewing
football. the UMO Black Bear baseball
team will be on the field, starting this
weekend, for four weekends of outside
competition.
Friday the Bears will open their fall
exhibition series against the University of
Southern Maine on Mahaney Diamond at 3
p.m.
"I don't plan to use our two top pitchers.
Skip Clark or Tom Mahan,•• coach John
Winkin said. "They both pitched all
summer long in the Cape Cod summer
league. started more than 30 games
apiece, and had fine games." Winkin said
he will put the two on the mound only in
fall tournament competition.
Competition is tight between the more
than 100 men who want to be part of the
1980 squad.
"The competition is greater this year for

'There are more
good players out
for the team'

Winkin
'The competition
is greater this year'
the open spots." Winkin said. "There are
more good players out for the team this
year. and that's why the inter-squad
competition is going to be keen. They're all
fighting for even the reserve positions."
Although most of the infielders are
returning, three spots—catcher, first base

Better luck
next time....

Vei

by John It
and center field—are wide open.
One of the big gaps in the starting
fielding positions is the one left by Mark
Armstrong. the team's catcher for the past
four years, who recently signed with the
Oakland A's.
"It figures to be Ed Pickett," former
reserve catcher, Winkin said. "He's had a
good summer of experience. Right now it's
a question of who will be reserve." Junior
Don Simms and sophomore Troy Pineo are
the two top candidates for the position.
Brian Cox, a graduate student and
former professional catcher, has volunteered his services to coach the catching
staff.
First base, left vacant by graduate Ralph
Stowell. has several possibilities, the best
of which is John Perry of Hampden.
However two freshmen, Anthony Cimino
and Kevin Lehane have also caught
Winkin's eye.
Centerfield, left open unexpectedly
when Frank Watson did not return to
school this fall, seems to be up for grabs
between two freshmen. Tom Vanidestine
of Bangor, and Brad Colton from Duxbury.
A lot of power will be on the mound,
starting with Tom Mahan. Mahan had an
E.R.A. of 1.07 in his freshmen year and
frustrated batters with a superb knuckle.
ball. Mahan participated in the Brockton
Invitational Tournament over the summer,
where the best New England players were
watched by major league scouts, and was
named MVP for pitcher.
Skip Clark, senior, wowed fans in 61
innings of play last year, striking out 55
men and gaining an E.R.A. of 1.92. Don
DeWolfe, who had a 11-0 record in the
summer Portland Twilight League, "looks
to have a key role," according to Winkin.
Don Mason will not be able to participate in

Also Rans
*
All candidates for the UMO varsity
wrestling team will meet in the
wrestling room at the Memorial
Gymnasium at 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
September 13.
**
Charlotte A. McAtee. a sportswriter last year for the Maine
Campus, has won an honorable
mention for a sports feature entered
in the 1979 Maine Press Association
Better Newspaper Contest.
McAtee, who did not return to
school this year, profiled Kurt Hall, a
20-year-old UMO freshman who had
just completed two years in baseball's minor leagues.
McAtee lives in Brunswick.

*
(ZNS) Just in time for the
pro-football season, a new cult has
sprung up (where else but) in
Southern California.
"The Church of Monday Night
Football," based in Santa Barbara,
is converting members at $5 apiece.
That entitles the faithful to an official
church membership card, a sacred
scroll of commandments, a "Devine
Decal," and the 1979 Monday night
football schedule.
Among the commandments are
"Thou shalt keep Monday night
holy," "Honor thy pointspread for it
is right on," and "Thou shalt not
covet thy neighbor's beer."

Black Bear Quarterback John Tursky is
hoping to make a connection in Saturday's
game against Boston University. [photo by
Bill Mason]

Maine Can

***
MEXICO CITY—With the women's basketball gold medal already
won, the men's team will try tonight
to make it a sweep for the U.S. at the
world university games in Mexico
City. The women finished the
tournament with a perfect 7-and-0
mark by beating Cuba last night. The
men earned a berth in tonight's final
against Yugoslavia by beating Mexico last night.
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Intersquad competition among the Black Bear baseball squad is putting them in shape
for thefall season [photo by Mitch Tarr].
outside competition
academic reasons.

this semester for

Pitching hopefuls John Balerna and
John Dixon are still question marks for
squad. Balerna underwent surgery this
summer on his arm, and it's too early to tell
whether or not he'll be ready for spring.
Dixon has been under doctor's care and
has started light throwing. but nothing will
be definite until the start of spring practice

in January.
Tom Griffin will continue to be the top
reliever for the team. Joe Johnson, a
freshman from Plainville. Mass., was the
team's top pitching recruit.
The second game of the weekend will be
home at 9:30 a.m. Saturday. Next weekend
the team will travel to New York to the
Sienna College Invitational Tournament.

Over two-thirds unfinished
balcony already reserved
by George Burdick
Staff writer
Students who don't have season tickets
for the uncompleted balcony in the Alfond
Arena may not be able to experience what
Jack Semler calls 'The Madison Square
Garden effect.' "It is unbelievably unique
(view)," said Semler, the Black Black
Bears hockey coach. "I don't think there is
another rink in the country that has the
same effect."
However, 504 of the 770 seats in the
balcony will be reserved for those who
bought season tickets. The remaining 266
seats are for students with sports passes,
students without sports passes, and for
non-students, said John McCutcheon,
assistant business manager.
Presently the arena has 860 seats
designated for season pass holders, with
the addition of 504 balcony seats, the total
amount of reserved seats is 1364.
Approximately 2236 seats remain for
students with sports passes, students
without sports passes and non-students.
said McCutcheon.
When asked if that (2236) was enough
since 3600 sports passes were sold,
McCutcheon said that even during the past
year's playoffs, "kids just didn't come to
get the tickets. We would have gone all the
way up to 2500 for sports pass holders."
Linwood Carville, assistant director of the
athletic department said there may be a
slight seating problem this year due to the
hockey team's move up to division one.
"Students are already getting over 60
percent plus standing room in an arena the
community has funded," he said.
"A lot of people love to stand up. I tell
people that there are vacant seats but
many people stand. That causes us all
kinds of problems."
Students will be assured of the last three
rows of the balcony, the last three on each

side of the arena which contain eight rows
and all corner seats.
"Students have the best seats in the
house. Most who come to the hockey
games who have season tickets, know they
don't have the best seats," Harold
Westerman, director of athletics.
McCutcheon expects the athletic department to generate $20.665 from the front
row seats which are 145 and from the last
three rows of reserved seats which are $40.
Since $171,000 was donated by Harold
Alfond and other alumni, the revenue from
season tickets will not be needed for
construction costs, said John Blake vice
president of finance and administration.
Downeast Association of Bangor has
completed 25 percent of the construction
said William Johansen, director of engineering. "It better be finished by the first
hockey game: that is our commitment to
Mr. Westerman. There is no reason to
doubt that it won't be finished on
schedule."
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Construction on the balcony began the
first week of August and Johansen said by
Nov. 9, the date of the first hockey game,
"Mr. Westerman will be able to put 770 up
there."

Also Rans
NEW YORK—NBA. Commissioner Larry O'Brien says he wants
to wait for transcripts of yesterday's
hearing before he awards compensation to the Portland Trail Blazers
for San Diego's signing of center Bill
Walton. The two teams met with
O'Brien for three hours in New York
yesterday. Published reports say the
Blazers have valued Walton's services at more than 20 million dollars
during the life of his contract with
the Clippers.
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Veteran Black Bear golfers seek elusive title
by John Toole
It's been five long years since the Maine
golfers have won the Yankee Conference
title. Last year coach Skip Chapelle's squad
posted a 5-0 record and finished fifth in the
Yankee Conference Championship. During
his nine-year reign as coach of the team.
Chappelle has compiled a phenomenal
winning record, but most of this has been
accomplished through the domination of
in -state rivals Colby, Bowdoin, and Bates.
Meanwhile, the team has struggled against
the likes of conference opponents Rhode
Island, Connecticut, and Massachusetts.
Chappelle uses guarded optimism in

projecting how his club will fair this year,
saying. "It's still to early to tell."
Fortunately, however, he will have six
returning veterans from last year's team to
call on for help. These include Captain
Robbie Simpson and Peter Macintosh of
Bangor; Dave Goyet of Saco; Bob Crory of
Rangeley; Tom Foley of Portland and Brian
MacDonald of Ellsworth.
In addition, two likely candidates for
slots on the team are Tom Towle of Ft.
Fairfield and Jim MacLeod of Brewer. All
of these golfers are very talented, with

handicaps ranging from three to eight.
What this means for Chappelle is plenty of
depth and a difficult task of selecting a
starting line-up.
The Black Bears will open up their
season on September 14th and 15th, in the
prestigious Bowdoin Invitational.
"All the top teams in the State will be
there, and a lot of pride is at stake,"
Chappelle said. After the Bowdoin tournament. the Bears will compete at the Yankee
Conference Championship on September
17. The Penobscot Valley Country Club will

be the setting for a contest against Husson
College Sept. 20.
One major surprise is the recent decision
by Chappelle and the athletic department
to drop the New Englands from the
schedule, and substitute the ECACs which
take place in Grantham, New Hampshire
on October 4th. Chappelle cited convenience and economic reasons for the switch.

More on Quetti
Former UMO baseball stand-out Russ
Quetti is still connecting with the Red Sox
baseball clubs in Florida. Quetti, a member
of the Winter Haven 'A' club, has been
invited to the Sox's instructional league in
the same city. Quetti, according to scouting
reports relayed to UMO baseball coach
John Winkin, played exceptionally well in
the Florida State League playoffs, and with
some clutch hits, helped lead his club to
victory over the Ft. Lauderdale Yanks to
win the division championship.

RICK CROCKER
Barber-Stylist
Formerly of the
Men's Shop, Sunbury Mall
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The 1980 rugby squad is in good shape toface UM-Machias Saturday. UMO's 8-year-old team posted a 6-0 record lastfall.
[photo by Jason Centrella]

Cross country teams try to fill empty shoes
by Jon Simms
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Coach Jim Ballinger expects the men's
and women's cross country teams to be
solid for the '79 season, although he admits
it's still too early to be counting chickens.
"We've lost many of our top runners," he
said. Missing from this year's roster are
Mike Westphal. Sammy Pelletier, Greg
Downing. and Joe Schultz, all top runners
for the men's team last year. Their shoes
will be difficult to fill. The women's team
lost two of their top runners from '78: Joan
Westphal and Sandy Cook.
Among the returning veterans of the
undefeated (11-0) men's team who will be
returning are: seniors Billy Pike (team
captain). Peter Brigham, John Howland.
Jim Newett, Myron Whipkey; juniors Brad
Brown and Donald Ward. and sophomores

Alan Laflamme and Bill Solomine. They
will be joined by promising freshman stars
Gerry Clapper and Charlie Wade, plus a
host of other rookie runners.
Returning for the women are seniors Li!
Riley (team captain) and Susan Whitney:
junior Erin Cashin, and sophomore Kathy
Kohtala. Promising rookies include Jo-Ann
Chainiere, Stacia Cain. Donna Kendall.
and Cassandra Cobb. Team Captain Riley
is recuperating from a collarbone fracture
suffered earlier this summer in a bicycling
accident.
Both teams will open their seasons
September 15 at Boston University. whee
the men will face Providence College, rated
among the top tern trade teams in the
nation.

Yaz Sir!
The Captain gets 3,000
BOSTON—Carl Yastrzemski has
se( red his three-thousandth hit.
becoming the first American League
player to hit th three-thousand mark,
and the fourth major-leaguer to get
400 homers.
After reaching first base, the
game was stopped and the ball
presented to Yaz, a 19-year veteran
of the Red Sox. A capacity crowd at
Fenway Park roared its approval.
The ovation continued as cameramen and newsmen swarmed around
him. He was presented with the ball,
as New York manager Billy Martin
led the entire Yankee team onto the

field to shake Yas-trzemski's hand.
He was embraced by former teammate George Scott and Yankee star
Reggie Jackson.
After a few minutes, the crowd
broke into a chant of "We want
Yaz." He waved to them, and they
once again began wildly cheering.
He said: "The last hit was the
hardest of all three-thousand."
Yaz then returned to the dugout in
triumph, and the crowd again broke
into shouts of "We want Yaz."
Jim Beattie. originally from South
Portland, gave up the single to Yaz.

Formerly of Continental Coiffeurs

MON-FRI EVENING 6-9
by appointment only

BEN FERNADEZ
FOR PRESIDENT
Reception

Dance

Talk

FRI, SEPT.14TH
BREWER AUDITORIUM
BREWER,MAINE
6:30-8:00 SOCIAL HOUR
8-12 MUSIC BY STAR SONS
8:45 TALK BY CANDID
PRICE:
EARLY EARLY BIRD -$10
LATE BIRD -$15
STUDENTS-$8& $10
CALL

827-3652
989-1410
945-5868

A copy of our report report is on file with the
Federal Election Committee and can be
purchased from them
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Correction
The Campus reported Tuesday
student senate seats, to be filled by
election Sept. 26, will be filled by 18
off-campus students, five graduate
students, four fraternity members
and 28 dorm students. The actual
apportionment will not be decided
until next Monday, according to Lisa
Pelkey, chairman of the GSS Fair
Elections Practice Committee.

charter has been permanently
changed to include women.
Residents seem to agree that the
transition has been a smooth one.
"I like having fresh, smiling faces
around," one man said. He added
that people respect each other's
privacy, but admitted "the women's
cabins are always the cleanest cabins
here."
Two women who moved in during
the transition last year were unavailable for comment. Another woman
resident of the cabins for just one
week said, "Since I've been here, at
least one representative from every
cabin has been over to introduce
himself."
RD Rohn said he believes the plan
is a successful one.

The Cabin8

Be it ever so humble,there is no
place like the Cabins, residents say
by Nan Anderson
Staff writer
You'll find them just on the edge
of things, adjacent to slush field that
reminds one of frisbee and the
umpteenth annual celebration of
something-or-other.
Bear right down a hill and jump
over a muddy brook-there's a path
somewhere in those reeds—and
you're there.
The cabins.
At first glance they look uninhabited, remnants of a summer camp
long since deserted. The September
wind carries the dust between
wooden buildings set in a circle—a
western wagontrain?
But come closer. The buildings are
newly painted, a soft yellow, and
there is sound. Doors opening and
scraping feet against the floors,
voices and kitchen sounds. Ah, yes
and music. There is life here.
For most of its' 28 inhabitants, the
university cabins offer an attractive
alternative to high rent and noisy
dormitories. Here students can
experience, in a sense, the best of
both worlds.
The on-campus location of the
cabin offers immediate access to the
university, while affording more
privacy than the dorms, residents
say. And it's downright inexpensive
to live there.
For a two-bedroom cabin with
kitchen facilities, a furnished living
room and /
1
2 bath (there are common
shower and laundry facilities), a
student is charged $2.50 per semester. This cost does not include food
but does, as one resident said,
"include all utilities-even toilet
paper and light bulbs."
Each cabin houses four students
who must manage their households
much like apartment dwellers, taking turns cooking and doing laundry.
This type of living arrangement
provides for "more personal space
than in the dorms," according to
Resident Director Phil Rohn.
"Students who live in the cabins
are probably people who like the
close proximity of the campus, but
for various reasons wouldn't want to
live in a dorm," he said. The
students have "a community spirit."
Rohn said, which he couldn't describe in words, and a "sense of

pride" in the cabins.
"The cabins have a personality all
their own," Rohn said.
Located in between cabins is a
building which houses showers,
telephone. laundry facilities and
even a sauna-built-by-residents several years ago with university
supplies materials.
Certainly the people living at the
cabins are a hearty group—able to
bear a six a.m. tiptoe through the
snow to take a shower.
Each cabin is heated electrically,
with individual thermostats to provide for different heating needs.
"You can feel the wind come
through in the winter," one student
explained, but added that storm
windows, plastic skirting and blownin insulation keep the cabins comfortable.
Over the years. an image not
wholly favorable seems to have
grown regarding the lifestyle of
people living at the cabins.
Resident Director Rohn admits a
misconception exists about the cabins. He postulated that a bad
reputation began when "wilder
types" inhabited college campuses
in general, and specifically, the
cabins. However, when asked if he
thought residents were taking steps
to change their "image." Rohn
replied, "I don't know if they want to
change it."
Residents reacted with some indifference.
"The people here are very real,"
one resident commented. "They
aren't all dressed up and gussied
up-and nobody puts on airs," he
said.
"If someone is going to have a
strange attitude about the cabins,"
he continued. "then I'll have a
strange attitude about them."
Another resident explained that
people here don't mind the misconception.
"They even feed on it," she said,
"just to be a different kind of animal
on campus." She added that most
people only see the cabins during a
"Bumstock.
" springtime festival,
which she said could contribute to
miscenceptions.
Changes are coming to the cabins
too. Until October of 1978 only men
were admitted, but two empty cabins

"There is room for eight women
students," he said, "and the change
will be a permanent one unless there
is a lack of interest shown by the
women." If that happens, Rohn said
the extra cabins will be available for
men once again.

were enough to prompt a temporary
provision to admit women students.
The idea worked out so well that the

ORONO
CINEMA
Crille REPERTORY
8'21-7216
Ave.
MAINE'S APT Ea
Stillwater

Orono Mall
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ADMISSION $2.50 $200 With Student Discount Card

Alan Bates, Glenda Jackson, Oliver
Reed, and Jennie Linden star In Ken
Russell's magnifitent drama of two
couples and the many possibilities
of love therein. From the director
of "Tommy" comes the most intelligent and romantic movie of the
last decade speaking about passion
and liberation Jackson won the
Academy Award for her portrayal
Shown at 7 & 9 pm.
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Sirloin Steak
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Baked Potato
SaladBar
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